COTE Cluster of Excellence
Program of the week

Monday 3rd June – DAY 1

Meeting time and location are 7:45 a.m. at the Blue Lion
statue next to the ‘Stalingrad’ stop (tramway A)
Topic of the day: Ecology and society: frontiers and boundaries
•
•
•

Introduction - Eric Villenave
Students’ presentation
Environmental studies: crossing frontiers while
respecting boundaries - Pieter Leroy
Lunch break

•
•
•

Beyond nature and culture: crossing boundaries of
social-ecological systems - Jelle Behagel
Opening Round Table
Wine tasting at the hotel

Tuesday 4th June – DAY 2
Field trip among Ciron Valley and wineyard
•

Gregory Gambetta, Marie-Hélène Dévier and Alexis
Ducousso

Thursday 6th June - DAY 4
Half-day topic: Coastline and submersion, climate change and
pollutant transfers
•
•

Coastal erosion and storm-induced flooding - Bruno
Castelle and Xavier Bertin
How can non-target screening techniques support
environmental risk assessment and chemicals
managements: the NORMAN approach - Jaroslav
Slobodnik

Lunch Break
•

Groundwater pollution - Emmanuelle Augeraud Veron

Half-day topic: Atmospheric frontiers
•
•
•

Managing air pollution or how to deal with a
transboundary environmental stake - Laurence Rouïl
Indoor and atmospheric environments: interaction,
similarities and differences - Coralie Schoemaecker
Round table, debate about air

Wednesday 5th June – DAY 3
Half-day topic: Issues in fisheries (law, economics and politics)
•

•
•
•

The ocean and its resources, a parallel with climate
change: the gap between global issues and local
responses - Yves Henocque
Frontier politics in cod sea fisheries - Caitriona Carter
Ecoviability boundaries for fisheries management and
resilience - Luc Doyen
Round table about fisheries

Lunch break

Friday 7th June - DAY 5
Half-day topic: global changes, local changes
•

•
•

Half-day topic: Human and ecological migrations
•
•
•
•
•

Climate Change and Climate Change Law: pathways and
new perspectives - Marta Torre-Schaub
Environmental change, forced displacement and
immobility - Pierre Ozer
Another brick “against” the wall: migration as an
evolutionary rescue - Antoine Kremer
Round table about migrations
Bordeaux city center tour

Climate change impacts on grapevine. How to develop
future adaptation strategies taking into account
producers and stakeholders? - Inaki Garcia de Cortazar
Atauri
Adapting to climate change on New-Aquitaine coastline:
a story of boundary-work? - Nicolas Rocle
Monitoring approach, spatial patterns and conservation
priorities for the Last Forest Wildlands - Ilona Zhuravleva

Lunch break
•
•

Report of student works
Back in Bordeaux (place Stalingrad) around 6 p.m.

